NEW STUDENTS by the numbers

18,122 Graduate School applications

1,611 New Graduate School students

NEW STUDENTS

By gender

51% female

By citizenship

54% Non US citizen

By degree type

- Doctoral: 42%
- Prof. masters: 38%
- Research masters: 18%
- Non degree: 2%

By discipline

- Physical Sci. & Engineering: 27%
- Social Sciences: 51%
- Life Sciences: 15%
- Arts & Humanities: 7%

Top ten countries for non-US citizen enrollment*

1. China
2. India
3. Korea
4. Taiwan (ROC)
5. Canada
6. Brazil
7. Germany
8. Colombia
9. Turkey
10. (Tied) Singapore, UK, Iran

*Official country of citizenship displayed on admitted students’ passports as required by federal law.